
FEATURES

The Biz_OS : Web Order module is easy to deploy and configure.

� Menu syncing at a click of a button.

� Menu item and window descriptions are entered into the memo  
 fields of menu item setup and window setup.

� Theoretically, after the initial configuration you would NEVER  
 have to login to make menu related changes, unless you were  
 adding or deleting an entire POS window.  Just run the Sync  
 App after changes are made in Digital Dining.

� Fully branded ordering site.

� Biz_OS handles the credit card processing. The POS is notified  
 of the payment via Web Services.  No more price and payment  
 discrepancies 

� Credit card approval & gateway activation takes 24 – 48 hours  
 upon receipt of the signed application. 

� Partial or whole refunds and receipt reprinting.

� Summary and transactional reporting by location or group of  
 locations.

� Customers create one account for use with all locations in a  
 multi-unit group with access to their historical data.

SPEED

The initial menu import takes 90 seconds via the Biz_OS Sync App.

� Biz_OS Web Order configuration averages 15-20 minutes.
� The average configuration and menu/modifier cleanup is about  
 60 minutes per site.

REQUIREMENTS

Bis_OS Digital Dining Dealer requirements:

� DD webservice 2.0 to be installed, running and accessible from  
 a Static WAN IP.

� A port to be forwarded to the DD Server.

� Headless POS running.

� Biz_OS Sync App to be installed on the server.

software designed  to simplify  
& elevate  small business 

Web Order is setup and processing orders 
in an HOUR not WEEKS or MONTHS  

The Biz_OS Sync App updates the  
online pricing, pictures, descriptions,  

item out list, assigned modifier windows 
and their respective modifier items 

directly from Digital Dining.

No more managing the POS menu  
and online menus separately.

Jeff Petersen, Owner & Developer of  
Biz_OS was a Digital Dining customer  

on and off for the last 15 years as a former 
restaurant owner, multi-unit operator  

and VP of finance, IT and HR at a  
multi-concept group.


